
 

Winter 2021 NAACCR Narrative 

Happy New Year, everyone!! We have finally left 2020 in the rearview 

mirror and being ever the optimist, I am looking for big improvements 

in 2021. One thing to look forward to in 2021 is our new Summer 

Forum June 15-17th. I hope many of you submitted abstracts to 

showcase your excellent work. We all enjoy being inspired by hearing 

what our colleagues are doing in their registries. Look for an article 

elsewhere in the Narrative for some additional information about the 

Forum. 

The Board, Steering Committee Chairs, and the Strategic Management Plan Work Group are all continuing our 
work -- with expert guidance from Ann Marie Hill -- to revise and elevate NAACCR’s Strategic Management Plan. 
NAACCR continues to grow and evolve, and we are striving to develop a plan that will guide us in advancing the 
future direction of NAACCR. We all appreciate the input our membership has provided so far and will be grateful 
for your ongoing insight into what the NAACCR of the future looks like. 

One last thing for all of you to look forward to in 2021 is the leadership transition to Winny Roshala (Cancer 
Registry of Greater California) who begins her term as NAACCR President in June. Winny will provide excellent 
leadership and vision for NAACCR and I will be eager to begin working with her in my new role as Past President. 
Until next time, please stay well and be safe! 

 

NAACCR is working hard to finalize plans for the 2021 

Summer FORUM taking place June 15-17, 2021. Our 

2021 virtual event cannot offer the in-person 

experience, but it will offer the high-quality educational 

content you expect from NAACCR conferences. And you 

will find more flexibility in how you can participate. 

Look for all the content you love – engaging plenary speakers, member presentations, Birds 

of a Feather, scientific posters – and seek out opportunities to engage with your colleagues 

in new ways. We fully expect that many more people will participate and possibly from 

many more parts of the world. 

Registration will open in February 2021. CE credits will be requested from NCRA. 

If you cannot attend the live event, fear not! Sessions will be recorded and available for a 

period of time after the live event. 

So dress up, dress down, wear a toga – whatever you like – but join us June 15-17, 2021, for 

this exciting event. We hope to “see” you there! 

https://www.naaccrforum.org/
https://www.naaccrforum.org/
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On behalf of the NAACCR Communications Steering Committee, I would like to thank the 94 individuals who 

responded to our survey last Fall. Respondents were from a wide range of cancer surveillance sectors and 

disciplines including central cancer registries (CCRs) and reporting facilities; and, physicians, other health care 

providers, epidemiologists, analysts, and other researchers. The information that we gathered from the survey 

will be integral to our workplan in the coming years, but in the meantime, we would like to highlight some key 

findings from the survey. 

Respondents¹ 

• 33 of 94 (35%) were from reporting facilities and physicians or other health care professionals. These 

were excluded from the final analysis. 

• 59 of 94 (63%) were from CCRs or reported being a researcher, analyst, or other². These were included 

in the final analysis to focus on the opinions of NAACCR’s primary members and the Narrative’s primary 

audience. 

o 37.3% (n=22) management/administrative staff at CCR 
o 30.5% (n=18) abstractor/case processor/CTR at CCR 
o 27.1% (n=16) epidemiology staff at CCR or other cancer 
researcher or analyst 

  

Accessibility, Readability, and Length 

• 52 (88.1%) cited the NAACCR Listserv email as the primary way 

they get the Narrative Newsletter. 

• 36 (61%) read every issue and 11 (18.6%) read it 2-3 times a year. 

As many as 13.6% (n=8) never read the Narrative Newsletter. 

When asked why respondents didn’t read the NAACCR Narrative, most (71.4%, 5 of 7) said they didn’t 

know it existed. 

• Of the 47 respondents who answered Question #4, 78.7% (n=37) believe the Narrative is just the right 

length, only about a fifth (21.3%) felt it was too long. 

• Other notable comments: 

o Online version easy to read and navigate 
o Like the current structure that lets you go to specific sections 
o Add second level to table of contents 
o Skim and read content of interest 
o Don’t fully “read” every article, browse to see if there is info that I need 
o Articles need to be shorter and bulleted style 
o Personal articles would be better at the end 
 

https://www.naaccr.org/steering-committees/#Communications


o Reading the Narrative is dependent on available time, “tag the email, and forget about it. I do 
sometimes go back and scan them, especially if I am at NAACCR.org.” 
o Hybrid approach using short informative videos with viewing the speaker along with written 
narrative. “Especially now with various levels of remote working, people feel more connected 
with voice, picture, and speech rather than just text.” 

  

Content 

• An overwhelming majority of 

respondents found that each section of the 

NAACCR Narrative was Extremely/Very 

Useful (Figure 1). 

• Best practices from CCRs (n=35) and 

highlights from the NAACCR Annual 

Conference (n=22) and other conferences 

that NAACCR attends (n=24) were selected 

most when asked what additional content 

would make the Narrative more useful 

(Figure 2).  

 

**Other suggestions included highlighting 

specific innovations impacting CCRs, 

highlights from the national organizations 

on cancer surveillance, humor corner, IACR 

summary, list of resources with locations, 

major investigations on cancer, more 

information on workgroups collaborating 

with SEER, AJCC, NPCR and other partners 

for specific projects and initiatives. 

• Other notable 

comments regarding content: 

o Highlights from NAACCR Webinars and reminders of new ICD-O histology 
types. 
 
o “There [is] too much information for a CTR to process already.” 
 
o Recruitment corner where a member can indicate their interest in a 
particular subject matter or NAACCR work group and provide their contact 
information.  

  

What’s next? The CSC will be doing a more in-depth review for some potential future changes to the Narrative 

based on your responses and suggestions. To learn more about the CSC, please visit 

https://www.naaccr.org/steering-committees/#Communications and keep those articles coming! 

  

¹ Two (2) respondents did not identify their affiliation. ² “Other” (n=6): CTR at hospital, data analyst at CCR, govt contractor, 

CBTRUS, spatial analyst, research analyst. This category could not be disaggregated and were included in the final analysis.   

http://naaccr.org/
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 NAACCR Research and Data Use Update 

 

Recinda Sherman, MPH, PhD, CTR 

NAACCR Program Manager of Data Use and Research 
rsherman@naaccr.org 

 

 

Research & Data Use 
Happy 2021! Here is to hoping this year shakes out more smoothly than 2020. With any luck, moving forward 

will be as classic and comforting as Bernie’s mittens… 

 

Call for Data Update 

Despite all that 2020 threw at us, NAACCR Annual CFD is complete with 69 total submissions. Assessments for 

NAACCR Certification and other quality assessments are underway. Data assessment reports and the 

visualization will again be released through the CFD Submission Portal in the spring. Data assessments from 

2016 submission forward are currently available as well as historic Certification data from 2006 forward. To 

access the data visualization tool, you will still need to download Tableau Reader, available via a link on the CFD 

Submission Portal Landing Page: https://www.naaccr.org/call-for-data/#Submit.  

 

Camp Lejeune Cancer Incidence Study 

We are grateful for all US cancer registries’ vital role in the Camp Lejeune Cancer Incidence Study (CIS). All 50 

states, PR, DC and the US Virgin Islands participated in linking their cancer registry data with the Camp Lejeune 

CIS cohort. While this study was conducted outside of the VPR-CLS system, all registries were able to use the 

VPR-CLS linkage software, Match*Pro, to conduct the linkage and manual review. Our experience with out of 

state only cases and other operational details with the Camp Lejeune CIS will be used to improve the VPR-CLS 

system as well as Match*Pro. 

 

CiNA On-Line Query Systems 

NAACCR Fast Stats and NAACCR Maps currently are queriable for the 2013-2017 CiNA data. However, we in the 

process of updating our NAACCR Fast Stats to NAACCR Explorer—an updated query and visualization system. 

NAACCR Explorer will include the same queries currently available as well as some additional data, such as the 

annual trends from the Annual Report to the Nation. This system was designed with the public in mind, but will 

also provide detailed statistics for state or national reports. We anticipate a release in spring 2021. So, once 

again, keep an eye on this space: https://www.naaccr.org/interactive-data-on-line/. 

 

NAACCR DaRTS 

Are you sensing my anticipation of spring? Spring will bring about a number of welcome improvements in the 

RDU area, including the release of the NAACCR Data Request Tracking System (NAACCR DaRTS). This system will 

be used by everyone requesting the CiNA Public Use dataset as well as by cancer surveillance researchers to 

request CiNA research datasets and by cancer registry analysts to request registry-specific data, such as special 

datasets for committee work or registry-specific survival or delay-adjusted datasets. The RDU Research 

Application Review (RApR) Workgroup will use the system to evaluate CiNA data requests, and Registry 

Directors will use the system to complete Consent Requests. In the future, pre-publication reviews will be 

conducted and post-publication curtesy copies will be maintained in DaRTS. DaRTS automates and streamlines  
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the data requests at all levels. DaRTs will allow requesters to easily track each step of the process, and registries 

will be able to maintain a history of consent responses. We anticipate an improved and more efficient data 

request process once DaRTS is released. It will be accessible here: https://www.naaccr.org/cina-data-products-

overview. 

 

NAACCR Talks and NAACCReview 

After the series of outstanding NAACCR Talks gleaned from the NAACCR 2020 abstracts this past summer and 

fall, we are now working on our 2021 NAACCR Talk Schedule. If you have a project or paper relevant to the 

NAACCR Community, we would love to showcase it either as a NAACCReview (https://www.naaccr.org/blog/) 

blog or coordinate it with similar topics for an oral NAACCR Talk. We are also looking for suggestions on training 

content for analysts, so please contact me with any suggestions! 

 

********************************************************************** 

As always, if you have any questions, concerns, or revolutionary ideas in the  

NAACCR Research and Data Use area, please contact me rsherman@naaccr.org. 

 

 

NAACCR Education and Training Program Update 
 

Jim Hofferkamp, BA, CTR 

NAACCR Program Manager of Education & Training 

jhofferkamp@naaccr.org 

 

 

The NAACCR Education and Training Calendar is located on the Upcoming Events page. Here you will find dates 

for all of the upcoming NAACCR Talks, CTR Prep and Review, and monthly webinars. See Upcoming Events at 

https://education.naaccr.org/. 

 

2021 Updates 
Find out about some of the big changes for 2021 and earn up to 6 free CEs at the 2021 Updates page. You’ll find 

recording of live webinars on changes that will be implemented in 2021 to Grade, SSDIs, ICD 0 3.2, and the Solid 

Tumor rules. The recording, slides, Q&A, and the CE Survey/quiz for each webinar at 

https://education.naaccr.org/updates-implementation. 

 

NAACCR Webinar Series 
We just wrapped up our January webinar, Treatment, and are gearing up for the February webinar, Lymphoma. 

The Treatment webinar focused on coding Radiation and Neoadjuvant treatment. Wilson Apollo’s review of the 

coding rules for the Radiation data items was excellent! Jennifer Ruhl did a great job discussing neoadjuvant 

treatment and some of the new data items SEER will be using to collect these data items. 

For more information or to subscribe see the NAACCR 2020-2021 Webinar Series page at 

https://education.naaccr.org/2020-2021-webinar-series 
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2020-2021 Webinars at a Glance 

 Prostate 2020 10/01/20 
 Lung 2020 11/05/20 
 Thyroid 2020 12/03/20 
 Treatment 2021 1/07/21 
 Lymphoma 2021 2/4/21 
 Abstracting and Coding Boot Camp 2021 3/04/21 
 Larynx 2021 4/01/21 
 Pancreas, 2021 5/06/21 
 Kidney 2021 6/17/21 
 Quality in CoC Accreditation 7/08/21 
 Breast 2021 8/05/21 
 Coding Pitfalls 2021 9/02/21 
 Click for Full Webinar Description 

NAACCR CTR Prep and Review 

We just finished our first CTR Prep and Review series of 2021! We are meeting every Tuesday to discuss a 

different topic that will be on the March CTR Exam. The next NAACCR CTR Prep and Review will be for the June 

exam and is tentatively set to begin on April 27. Additional information and a link to register will be available at 

https://education.naaccr.org/ctr. 

 

2021 NAACCR Summer Forum 

The NAACCR Summer forum is scheduled for June 15-17, 2021. For more information or to register you can 

“dive in” at https://www.naaccrforum.org/. Registration is opening soon! 

 

NAACCR Talk Recordings 
Recordings of all NAACCR Talks can be found at: https://education.naaccr.org/freewebinars. 

  

As always, if you have any questions about the plethora of NAACCR Education and Training products don’t 

hesitate to contact Jim Hofferkamp or Angela Martin! 

 

Angela Martin 
amartin@naaccr.org 

Jim Hofferkamp 
jhofferkamp@naaccr.org 
 

NAACCR 2019 Education and Training Calendar 
  

Angela Martin, CTR 

NAACCR Trainer/Project Coordinator 

amartin@naaccr.org 
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Upcoming Webinar Presentations 
 

02/09/2021 NAACCR CTR Exam Prep and Review Webinar Series Session 5 

02/16/2021 NAACCR CTR Exam Prep and Review Webinar Series Session 6 

02/23/2021 NAACCR CTR Exam Prep and Review Webinar Series Session 7 

03/02/2021 NAACCR CTR Exam Prep and Review Webinar Series Session 8 

03/04/2021 NAACCR Webinar Series: Lymphoma 202 

4/01/2021 NAACCR Webinar Series: Abstracting and Coding Boot Camp 

4/27/2021 NAACCR CTR Exam Prep and Review Webinar Series Session 1 

 

Virtual Pooled Registry Update 
 

Castine Clerkin, MS, CTR 

NAACCR Program Manager of Virtual Pooled Registry 

cclerkin@naaccr.org 

 

Happy New Year! I’m sure everyone is excited for 2021 to arrive and optimistic that it will bring brighter days 

and more opportunities to connect with family, friends, and colleagues. Below are some high-level updates on 

the VPR-CLS to help us stay connected: 

 

Castine’s Corner 
Last fall, “Castine’s Corner” was established as a way for me to better connect with registries participating in the 

VPR-CLS. Held on the first Monday of each month from 2-3 p.m. Eastern, these calls are an opportunity to share 

tips/tricks/guidance for using the VPR-CLS, provide updates and gather feedback, facilitate discussion among 

registries, and answer any VPR-CLS questions. There has been great participation from the 43 registries involved 

in the VPR-CLS. If your registry would like to join the VPR-CLS, or if you are already involved and would like to be 

added to the next Castine’s Corner call, please reach out to me (cclerkin@naaccr.org)! 

 

Final VPR-CLS Pilot Testing  

Initial pilot testing of the Phase II process for requesting registry/IRB approval to release individual-level data on 

matched cases has proceeded smoothly with the Childhood Cancer Survivor’s Study and the Transplant Cancer 

Match Study. This pilot testing led to various enhancements to the VPR-CLS, including improved capture and 

display of required registry documents, better tracking of the review, approval, and data release process, new 

functionality for researchers to add notes and reminders, and updated system workflows and notifications. Due 

to these significant changes, the enhanced Phase II functionality will be pilot tested by three additional studies 

that have already completed the Phase I linkage: 

• Sister Study 
• Women’s Health Initiative 
• Cohort Cancer Registry Follow Up Study (combined Nurses’ Health Study and Health Professionals Follow-Up 
Study) 

mailto:cclerkin@naaccr.org
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There are also two additional studies (the NIH-AARP cohort and the National Childhood Cancer Registry cohort) 
interested in completing a new Phase I linkage to receive initial match counts. It is anticipated that these 
linkages will occur between now and the launch of the VPR-CLS (Summer 2021). 

 

Templated Data Use Agreement 
Last Fall, we received great feedback on the NAACCR Templated Data Use Agreement (DUA) from registries, 

researchers, and NCI’s Technology Transfer Center. The Templated DUA is designed to minimize the volume of 

individual registry DUAs and ensure common terms and conditions. The Templated DUA includes key elements 

from review of registry DUAs and builds on the foundation provided by the well-vetted Federal Demonstration 

Partnership Data Transfer and Use Agreement: http://thefdp.org/default/committees/research-

compliance/data-stewardship/ 

The Templated DUA has now been finalized and our DUA Task Force is creating a companion document that 

includes background and guidance. The Templated DUA will be incorporated into the VPR-CLS workflow in the 

coming months and I will be reaching out to participating registries to determine their ability to utilize the 

Templated DUA in lieu of existing agreements. This Templated DUA will also be shared with the cancer 

surveillance community for use with other types of studies. 

 

All the best for 2021! 

Castine Clerkin, NAACCR VPR Program Manager 

 

Canadian Cancer Statistics: A 2020 special report on lung cancer  

 

Leah Smith, PhD 

Senior Manager, Surveillance 

Canadian Cancer Society  

 

 

The recently released 2020 special report on lung cancer provides statistics on lung cancer incidence, mortality, 

survival and prevalence in Canada. Where relevant, statistics are presented by sex, age, geography, stage, 

histology and time. The report also includes contextual information about lung cancer prevention, screening, 

treatment, disparities and stigma. 

This special report was developed by the Canadian Cancer Statistics Advisory Committee in collaboration with 

the Canadian Cancer Society, Statistics Canada and the Public Health Agency of Canada with data provided by 

the provincial and territorial cancer registries. 

Some highlights from the report include: 

• Lung cancer is the most commonly diagnosed cancer and the leading cause of cancer death in Canada. 

More Canadians die of lung cancer than colorectal, pancreatic and breast cancers combined. 

• Lung cancer incidence and mortality rates are decreasing for males and decreasing or remaining stable 

for females in most provinces and territories. 

• About half of all lung cancer cases in Canada were most likely to be diagnosed after they had 

metastasized (stage 4). 

http://thefdp.org/default/committees/research-compliance/data-stewardship/
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• The 3-year survival for lung cancer at stage 4 is only 5%. But 3-year survival rises to 71% for lung 

cancer cases diagnosed at stage 1. 

• Organized lung cancer screening in Canada over 20 years could lead to 7,000 to 17,000 fewer stage 4 

diagnoses and 5,000 to 11,100 fewer deaths. 

• About 86% of lung cancer cases are due to modifiable risk factors, making it one of the most 

preventable cancers in Canada. 

• People of low income are more likely to be diagnosed with lung cancer and are more likely to be 

diagnosed at a late stage than people of high income. 

• Lung cancer stigma, whether real or perceived, can be a barrier to high-quality care and support. 

Efforts to reduce stigma are key to improving clinical care and quality of life for people diagnosed with 

the disease. 

 The full report, along with supporting resources, can be found at www.cancer.ca/statistics. 

To address the burden of lung cancer in Canada, coordinated action is required to enhance lung cancer 

prevention efforts, implement organized screening, improve treatment, ensure equitable access to cessation 

support and cancer treatment, increase lung cancer research, reduce lung cancer stigma and understand lung 

cancer statistical trends. 

For any questions, please email stats@cancer.ca. 

 

North American Report / November 2020 
North American Report / November 2020 

Prepared by Betsy Kohler, Donna Turner & Chuck Wiggins 

 

Betsy Kohler, Donna Turner and Chuck Wiggins presently serve as North American representatives on the Board 
of Directors for the International Association of Cancer Registries (IACR). Betsy, Donna and Chuck prepared the 
following summary of cancer surveillance activities in North America in 2020 for the IACR Board meeting that 
was held on November 30, 2020. 

COVID-19 influenced, but most certainly did not halt the progress of cancer surveillance in North America in 
2020. Across the continent, cancer registry professionals – most working from makeshift home offices - 
successfully met the many challenges of conducting population-based cancer surveillance in the context of a 
global pandemic. 

The North American Association of Central Cancer Registry (NAACCR) 2020 Annual Conference, originally 
scheduled to be held in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania USA, was successfully convened on-line from June 23-25. 
Although the original agenda was necessarily scaled-back, the conference featured superb talks in several 
plenary sessions, as well as on-line poster presentations. NAACCR’s Constance L. Percy Award was presented to 
Dr. Martha Linet and Ms. Annelie Landgren, both from the US National Cancer Institute. Dr. Chuck Wiggins, 
Director of the New Mexico Tumor Registry (USA) received the Calum S. Muir Memorial Award. 

As a second wave of COVID-19 infections spread across the continent during the fall of 2020, the NAACCR Board 
of Directors decided to replace the 2021 Annual Conference (scheduled for Palm Springs, California USA) with 
the 2021 NAACCR Summer Forum. The Forum will be held on-line from June 15-17, and will be followed by the 
on-line NAACCR business meeting on June 18. In anticipation of a return to normalcy, the 2022 Annual 
Conference has been tentatively scheduled to be held in-person in Boise, Idaho, USA. 

http://www.cancer.ca/statistics
mailto:stats@cancer.ca


NAACCR Board Members, Steering Committee members, and other professionals continued to work on the first 
draft of the NAACCR 2021-2025 Strategic Management Plan (SMP). The updated document will replace the 
current SMP that guided NAACCR activities from 2015-2020. The new SMP will be further discussed and edited 
in the coming months and is scheduled to be released in the summer of 2021. 

NAACCR’s on-line series of lectures and webinars provided stimulating presentations throughout 2020. NAACCR 
Talks are free webinars that address topics of interest to the cancer surveillance community. This year’s 
presentations covered a wide range of topics, including the social determinants of health, survival analyses, data 
visualization, staff recruitment and retention, and cancer patterns among American Indian and Alaska Native 
populations. In addition, NAACCR’s webinar series, available by subscription, enlisted top subject matter experts 
to provide instruction that primarily focused on issues relating to data collection. 

Each year in the Unites States, NAACCR partners with the National Cancer Institute, the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention, the American Cancer Society, the National Center for Health Statistics and other invited 
scientists to produce the Annual Report to the Nation on the Status of Cancer. This annual publication 
documents recent trends in cancer incidence and mortality rates, and typically features and in-depth look at a 
cancer-related topic of interest. This year’s report was published as two separate articles in the journal, Cancer. 
The first article summarized cancer statistics in recent years (Henley SJ, Ward EM, Scott S, et al. Annual Report to 
the Nation on the Status of Cancer, Part I: National Cancer Statistics. Cancer 2010; 126(10):2225-2249. PMID: 
32162336). The second article provided an overview of progress against cancer as assessed by metrics defined in 
the Healthy People 2020 guidelines (Henley SJ, Thomas CC, Lewis DR, et al. Annual Report to the Nation on the 
Status of Cancer, Part II: Progress Toward Healthy People 2020 Objectives for 4 Common Cancers. Cancer 2010; 
126(10):2250-2266. PMID: 32162329). 

The Virtual Pooled Registry Cancer Linkage System (VPR-CLS) initiative was created to provide a single source for 
linking research and administrative records with cancer registries in the United States. Under the capable of 
direction of NAACCR’s Castine Clerkin, VPR-CLS activities expanded over the past year and several policies and 
procedures were revised and enhanced. Six new central cancer registries recently joined the VPR-CLS initiative, 
bringing the total number of participating registries to 44. Several projects are now utilizing this resource, and 
the first publication to emerge from a VPR-CLS-based investigation was submitted to a scientific journal for peer-
review. 

At year’s end, NAACCR issued its annual call for nominations for members to serve in leadership positions. In 
2021, members will choose a Treasurer to serve a two-year term. Three Representatives-At-Large will also be 
elected to two-year positions on the organization’s Board of Directors. The election will be held in the early 
months of 2021 and results will be formally announced at the 2021 NAACCR Summer Forum in June 

Progress continued on NAACCR’s migration to a new standard file format for cancer data exchange. The legacy 
fixed-width file exchange format will be retired in 2021, to be replaced by XML-based standards that are 
outlined in Version 21 of the NAACCR Data Standards and Data Dictionary. 

NAACCR is working closing with the US National Cancer Institute (NCI) to create the National Childhood Cancer 
Registry. Existing cancer registries that participate in NCI’s Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) 
Program and the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s National Program of Cancer Registries (NPCR) 
will serve as the cornerstone for this ambitious project. Genomic, clinical, and epidemiological data will be 
drawn from many other sources, including the Children’s Oncology Group, to augment existing cancer 
surveillance data. Once combined, this information will create a robust infrastructure to support scientific 
research of childhood malignancies. 

In Canada, the Canadian Council of Cancer Registries deferred their in-person Annual General Meeting from May 
to the end of October due to the COVID-19 pandemic, at which time the meeting was held virtually for the first 
time ever. Common challenges were discussed, including updated coding requirements and the transition to 
AJCC-8 staging, recruitment and retention of cancer registrars, and the demands for increased timeliness of data 



to aid in understanding the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on cancer patients and cancer services. One 
exciting development was the creation of a portal for Council activities, facilitating sharing of tools and 
documents. The portal was introduced in mid-October. Publications of note include the Canadian Cancer 
Statistics publication; the 2020 estimates were published in the Canadian Medical Association Journal (Brenner 
DR, Weir HK, Demers AA, Ellison LF, Louzado C, Shaw A, Turner D, Woods RR, Smith LM; for the Canadian Cancer 
Statistics Advisory Committee. Projected estimates of cancer in Canada in 2020. CMAJ March 02, 2020 192 (9) 
E199-E205), and a special report on lung cancer was produced and shared in the fall (Canadian Cancer Statistics 
Advisory Committee. Canadian Cancer Statistics: A 2020 special report on lung cancer. Toronto, ON: Canadian 
Cancer Society; 2020. Available at: cancer.ca/Canadian-Cancer-Statistics-2020-EN (accessed November 23, 
2020).). In addition, many reports were produced by partners like Statistics Canada and the Canadian 
Partnership Against Cancer. 

CanReg5 is an IARC-developed and supported software application specifically designed to capture and analyze 
cancer incidence data in cancer registries in lower- and middle-income countries worldwide. 

CanReg5 is currently being utilized for data capture, data storage, and data analysis within cancer registries in 
several Caribbean countries. The IARC Caribbean Cancer Registry Hub (Caribbean Hub), which is based at the 
Caribbean Public Health Agency (CARPHA) in Trinidad and Tobago, provides technical support to cancer 
registries in the Caribbean for the customization, operationalization and use of CanReg5. Over the period 2017 
to 2020, the Caribbean Hub has supported use of CanReg5 in eleven countries, namely, Antigua and Barbuda, 
Aruba, Bahamas, Barbados, Bermuda, British Virgin Islands, Cayman Islands, Curacao, Guyana, Jamaica, and 
Trinidad and Tobago. 

Overall, CanReg5 has been an important tool for the operationalization and sustainability of cancer registries in 
the Caribbean. The software application is relatively easy to use, facilitates secure data storage, includes built-in 
data quality and duplicate checks, allows for routine data back-up, and enables useful and appropriate data 
analyses for reporting by cancer registries. 

CanReg5 was originally designed to run via a server-client relationship on local networks. The traffic is over 
standard TCP/IP which allows users, in theory, to do remote registration through secure channels (SSH/VPN, 
etc.). This, however, has been difficult to implement in some Caribbean countries due to bandwidth and 
communication issues. This approach was tested in Jamaica, where a VPN software system was used to connect 
regional registries to a central server database. However, due to issues related to bandwidth, java policies and 
domain policies, even when connected through the VPN, there were errors connecting to the server from the 
client and with saving data. 

Several Caribbean countries have expressed interest in using CanReg5 in a network, to facilitate reporting from 
remote sites to a central server. As a consequence, the Caribbean Hub is in the process of exploring alternate 
options which would allow for remote, secure data collection and upload into a central CanReg5 server. 

  
Betsy Kohler 
Executive Director 
North American Association of Central Cancer Registries 

Donna Turner 
Provincial Director, Population Oncology 
Cancer Care Manitoba 
(Manitoba Cancer Registry) 

Chuck Wiggins 
Director 
New Mexico Tumor Registry 



 

Steering Committee Corner 
 

Welcome to the Steering Committee Corner! 
 

This column will provide brief Steering Committee updates such as new reports 
 or projects, coding changes, new data standards, requests for priority area  

network members for specific workgroups, and other information that NAACCR 

Steering Committees feel the NAACCR community should be aware of.  
We hope that this column helps to connect us as we continue  

to move forward with enhanced cancer surveillance. 

  

 

Communications Steering Committee (CSC) 
Chair: Antoinette M. Stroup 

Committee Highlights since last Narrative: 

• Drafted goals and objectives for NAACCR’s next Strategic Management Plan (SMP) 

• Continuing to work with the SMP Workgroup and the Board of Directors to finalize goals and 
objectives for the Communications Priority Area. 

Recent Reports/Publications: 

• Assisted NCRA with press release for the special edition of the Journal of Registry Management, 
published in collaboration with NAACCR and highlighting important cancer surveillance research. 

• Summary of findings from the NAACCR Narrative 2020 Survey published in this edition of the 
Narrative. 

Research and Data Use Steering Committee (RDUSC) 
Co-Chairs: Sarah Nash and Jeff Dowden 

Committee Highlights since last Narrative: 

• The Journal of Registry Management released December 2020 included articles from the 2020 
NAACCR Virtual Annual Conference: 
https://www.ncra-
usa.org/Portals/68/Journal%20of%20Registry%20Management/JRM%20Fall%202020%20Final.pdf?ver=
2020-12-08-111326-770 

• GSADD proposed a GIS MAP story which would focus on HPV immunizations and HPV related cancer 
cancers in the US with state level statistics. The project will be presented to the NAACCR Board for 
potential funding. 

Training/Education: 

• Next Webinars: TBD with the following possibilities: GIS Analysis Tool, data visualization updates, 
quality and completeness of older age groups impact of death certificate only cases on incidence data, 
cancer fact sheets. 

https://staging.narrative.naaccr.org/article/naaccr-iacr-2019-awards/
https://nam02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ncra-usa.org%2FPortals%2F68%2FJournal%2520of%2520Registry%2520Management%2FNCRA_NAACCR%2520Fall%25202020%2520Press%2520Release.pdf%3Fver%3D2020-12-10-093638-457%26fbclid%3DIwAR0CGb7Gqo53Fd1i72vwQYIq9G-OMdq4KAvdHCM-WFM9U6QyWBZJ1OGuhPQ&data=04%7C01%7Cams722%40sph.rutgers.edu%7Ca3527611c6954658d5bf08d8bd7570b9%7Cb92d2b234d35447093ff69aca6632ffe%7C1%7C0%7C637467659390012751%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=4oFdNRKCde6ajN8RyMzw3rIWL322%2F1pvQ0yPIvHn6AE%3D&reserved=0
https://www.ncra-usa.org/Portals/68/Journal%20of%20Registry%20Management/JRM%20Fall%202020%20Final.pdf?ver=2020-12-08-111326-770
http://narrative.naaccr.org/article/6116/
https://www.ncra-usa.org/Portals/68/Journal%20of%20Registry%20Management/JRM%20Fall%202020%20Final.pdf?ver=2020-12-08-111326-770
https://www.ncra-usa.org/Portals/68/Journal%20of%20Registry%20Management/JRM%20Fall%202020%20Final.pdf?ver=2020-12-08-111326-770
https://www.ncra-usa.org/Portals/68/Journal%20of%20Registry%20Management/JRM%20Fall%202020%20Final.pdf?ver=2020-12-08-111326-770


Standardization and Registry Development Steering Committee (SRDSC) 
Co-Chairs: Lori Koch and Wendy Aldinger 

Committee Highlights since last Narrative: 

• The third 2018 Readiness Survey Report will be distributed in January 2021. 

• XML Task Force is reviewing and providing feedback on the State Specific Data Dictionaries. 

• The Death Clearance Manual Task Force is review/revising the entire manual. 

Recent Reports/Publications: 

• Updates to the 2021 Implementation Guidelines were released in 10/2020. 

• Summary of changes between Volume V version 4.0 and 5.0 were posted in December 2020. 

 Susan T. Gershman 
Massachusetts Cancer Registry 

 Highlights from the Program Manager of Standards 
 

Lori Havener, CTR 

NAACCR Program Manager of Standards 

lhavener@naaccr.org 

 

  

NAACCR Data Standards and Data Dictionary (Volume II) Version 22 Implementation Timeline 

Activity 
NAACCR 

Deadlines 
Considerations/suggestions 
to meet NAACCR deadlines 

Proposed requests-for-change for new data items requiring 
field testing (most new and some changed data items) 
submitted to the Mid-Level Tactical Group (MLTG), followed 
by UDS for preliminary review. 

July 1, 2020 

• Complete request-for-
change forms for and submit 
to the MLTG by July 1, 2020 
 
• Data items approved by 
MLTG will be sent to UDS for 
preliminary review 
 
• Standard setters should 
have plans to conduct field 
testing within the timeframe 
required for final approval 

Field testing initiated 
September 3, 
2020 

• For items that require field 
testing, testing to be initiated 
by September 1, 2020 
 
• Testing of newly proposed 
SSDI data items and “yc” 
data items and concept 

mailto:lhavener@naaccr.org


Activity 
NAACCR 

Deadlines 
Considerations/suggestions 
to meet NAACCR deadlines 

 
• NCI with support from IMS 
and NCRA will facilitate 
testing 
 
• All Standard Setters invited 
to participate 

Proposed requests-for-change for changes to existing data 
items that do not require field testing submitted to MLTG for 
final review. * 

October 1, 2020 

• Complete request-for-
change forms for changes to 
existing data items that do 
not require field testing and 
submit to the MLTG by 
October 1, 2020. 
 
• MLTG may elect to require 
field test 
 
• Note: MLTG to develop a 
request-to-change form for 
items that do not require 
field testing 

MLTG informs HLSG of all requests for change received from 
standard setters 

December 31, 
2020 

• HLSG to be informed at the 
group 4th quarter meeting 
(Oct-Dec 2020) on all 
changes under consideration 
 
• This will ensure HLSG can 
initiate dialog with standard 
setters, ask technical 
questions as deemed 
necessary 

MLTG transmits new proposed standards to UDS WG for final 
review and approval 

January 1, 2021 

• UDS will not consider 
standards received after 
January 1, 2021, for NAACCR 
volume II version 22 
 
• UDS will review all 
information provided by the 
standard setter, and may 
require additional 
information as necessary 
 
• UDS will review all 
information (including 
available field-testing results) 
provided by the standard 
setter. However, UDS will not 
require final report from field 
testing 



Activity 
NAACCR 

Deadlines 
Considerations/suggestions 
to meet NAACCR deadlines 

UDS WG Transmits new data standards to MLTG April 1, 2021 

• No standards submitted for 
MLTG evaluation and HLSG 
approval will be assessed 
after April 1 deadline. 
 
• MLTG evaluates 
information received from 
UDS and final feasibility 
testing results from standard 
setters, makes 
recommendation to HLSG 
 
• HLSG approves/rejects new 
data standards 

HLSG/MLTG transmits new standards approved for 
implementation to UDS 

May 1, 2021 

• UDS updates NAACCR 
Volume II Standards 
according to new standards 
approved by HLSG 
 
• Under request from 
HLSG/MLTG, UDS may 
implement additional 
adjustments and corrections 
to new standards 
 
• MLTG to ensure that the 
standard setter provides a 
set of proposed edits to 
accompany the new 
approved data items; edits 
transmitted to the NAACCR 
Edits group 

Convene NAACCR 2022 Implementation Guidelines Task Force May 1, 2021 

• Materials for the Data 
Standards and Data 
Dictionary must be in final 
format for the Task Force to 
develop the implementation 
guidelines. 
 
• Final versions of mapping 
and/or conversions. 

UDS submits NAACCR Standards for Cancer Registries Volume 
II, Version 22 to NAACCR Board for review/approval 

June 1, 2021 

• UDS final review/approval 
at their May meeting. 
 
• MLTG recommends that 
UDS plans two meetings for 
May 2021 to ensure that all 
changes approved by HLSG 
for implementation will be 
included in the NAACCR 



Activity 
NAACCR 

Deadlines 
Considerations/suggestions 
to meet NAACCR deadlines 

Standards for Cancer 
Registries Volume II by June 
1, 2021, deadline. 

NAACCR Standards for Cancer Registries Volume II, Version 
212 Released 

July 1, 2021  

NAACCR 2022 Implementation Guidelines Released August 1, 2021  

EDITS metafile release August 1, 2021 
• EDITS Work Group will 
have begun development of 
edits metafile by April 2021. 

Education and training 

Ongoing as 
material 
becomes 
available 

• Develop training materials 
by October 1, 2021, and 
provide adequate training 
opportunities before January 
1, 2022. 

NAACCR Standards for Cancer Registries Volume II, Version 22 
effective date 

January 1, 2022  

  

NAACCR Community News 
 

We are pleased to announce that the 2020 Enrico Anglesio Prize offered by the Fondo Elena Moroni 

was awarded to a NAACCR member! The Prize went to Diana R Withrow, M.Sc, PhD, National 

Cancer Institute, Bethesda, USA for her work on: “Trends in non-malignant brain tumors incidence by 

source of diagnosis in USA, 2004-17" 

Diana is a Research Fellow in the Radiation Epidemiology Branch of the Division of Cancer 

Epidemiology and Genetics at the U.S. National Cancer Institute (NCI). Dr. Withrow earned her M.Sc. 

in epidemiology from the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine and her Ph.D. in 

epidemiology from the University of Toronto. In 2016, Dr. Withrow came to the NCI as a post-doctoral 

fellow to study subsequent cancer risk among cancer survivors, focusing on risks associated with 

medical exposures such as radiotherapy. Throughout her fellowship, her research interests have 

continued to include cancer trends and surveillance, and employing large administrative databases to 

measure cancer disparities and monitor progress toward their reduction. 

Congratulations Diana! 

 

 

The NAACCR Staff and Board of Directors would also like to  

congratulate Amy Kahn and Mary Lewis on their retirements.  

Please click on the links below to read the resolutions presented to  

Amy and click to read Mary from the NAACCR Board of Directors: 

Amy Kahn Mary Lewis 

https://www.naaccr.org/board-resolutions/#1583772424018-9083741c-830c
https://www.naaccr.org/board-resolutions/#1610031675340-3446825e-5b4b


 

Introducing NAACCR Coffee Breaks! 

  

Miss chatting with colleagues over coffee at the annual 

conference? Miss catching up on the latest news and networking 

with other NAACCR members? Miss just seeing friendly faces 

and saying Hi? We do, too! That’s why we are excited to 

introduce NAACCR Coffee Breaks! These monthly, informal 

sessions will give us all an opportunity to connect in a casual, 

laid-back virtual setting. Drop in for a few minutes to say hi, or 

stick around and share your thoughts on the day’s topic. We are 

still working out the details and would welcome your ideas and 

suggestions. Stay tuned for more information! 

  

  

  

  

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Help NAACCR Celebrate the 50th Anniversary of the Cancer Act! 

Where you wearing diapers or bellbottoms in 1971? Dig out a picture of 

yourself from 1971 and help us celebrate the 50th Anniversary of the 

Cancer Act during the NAACCR 2021 Summer Forum. Send your 

picture in a JPG file to info@naaccr.org with the subject line, "Celebrate 

the Cancer Act". 

  

mailto:info@naaccr.org
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NAACCR Board of Directors, 2020-2021 
President: 

Randi K. Rycroft, MSPH, CTR 

Cancer Data Registry of Idaho 

President-Elect: 

Winny Roshala, BA, CTR 

Cancer Registry of Greater California –  

a program of the Public Health Institute 
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Executive Director, NAACCR, Inc. 
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Kentucky Cancer Registry 

Monique Hernandez, PhD 

Florida Cancer Data System 

Mary Jane King 
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Antoinette M. Stroup, PhD 
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Spring 2021 deadline for articles to be announced. 

 

Twitter: @NAACCR   https://twitter.com/naaccr 

 

facebook: @NAACCR https://www.facebook.com/NAACCR 
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